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【保存用】 

室内用縦置自転車スタンド 

「クランクストッパースタンド」 

CS-650BK/CS-650WH/CS-650RD 

取扱い説明書 

 

 

この取扱説明書は、室内用縦置自転車スタンドである「クランクストッパース

タンド」の使用方法を説明したものです。最初にこの取扱い説明書をよくお読み

の上、ご使用下さい。 
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[For storage] 

 

 

 

Indoor Vertical Bike Storage 

”Crack Stopper Stand”  

CS-650BK/CS-650WH/CS-650RD 

Users’ Manual 

 

 

 

 

This users’ manual describes how to use our “Crank Stopper Stand” 

product, an indoor vertical bike storage. Please read thorough this 

manual carefully prior to use. 
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Name of parts                                             

Upper pillar 

Crank stopper 

Wide base 

Front Base 

Under pillar 

ピラー上 

クランクストッパー 

横ベース 

前ベース 

ピラー下 
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[Intended use] 

This product is a bicycle storage for exclusive use of sports bikes, 

which is capable of supporting a bicycle in the vertical position. Do 

not use it for any other purposes.  

[Overturn of the bicycle storage body] 

  
Be sure to install the product in the place where children do not 

come; otherwise, they may be seriously injured when they hit it and 

knock over the main body or a bicycle. 

 
Do not prop/hung something against/on the product, or lean against 

it; otherwise, the storage or the bicycle propped against it may be 

overturned. 

Be sure to fix the storage top to the wall surface using chains so 

that the main body does not turn over by earthquakes. If the 

product overturns, the human body may be seriously injured.  

 

 

 [Overturn of the bicycle] 

 
The product has been designed for sports-type bicycles. It may not 

be available depending on the specifications of the bicycle. For this 

reason, do not use the product with incompatible bicycles; 

otherwise, the bicycles may be detached from the crank stopper and 

overturned. For more information, see Attachment 2 “Bicycle 

compatible with CS-650 Crank Stopper Product”. 

 
Do not carry the product with your bicycle attached to the storage; 

otherwise, the bicycle may detached from the crank stopper and 

overturned. 

In case of vibrations, the rear wheel rotate, and the crank might 

come off from a crank stopper. For this reason, do not use the 

product on the loading spaces of vehicles. 

 

 

 

[Others] 

  
Do not alter the product; otherwise, its intended performance may 

be deteriorated, causing injury on the human body or damage to the 

product. 

Do not use the product with the bolts or screws loosened; otherwise, 

the product may be overturned, causing injury on the human body. 

Do not apply any load other than the bicycle on the product or hang 

down the product; otherwise, the product may be overturned, 

causing injury on the human body or damage to the product. 

 

 [Assembly procedure] 

Assemble the product according to the instructions described in 

Attachment 1 “Assembly Procedure”. 

 

 [Installation place] 

 
Be sure to the product indoors; otherwise, it may be overturned or 

rust and corrosion on it may become serious due to exposure to wind 

and water. 

Be sure to install the product on a flat floor with no step and 

inclination; otherwise, it may be overturned. Do not use it on a soft 

floor covered with a thick carpet and so on. 

 

 
Attach the back of the pillar to the wall. In the case where it can 

not be installed in this way, Please warn a bicycle not to fall down 

backward, when you put a front wheel into the product 

Please do not use this product at the place where a person and 

baggage may hit. The product body and a set bicycle might turn 

over. 
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[To fix your bicycle to the storage] 

1:  Grasp handle with both hands and 

lift a front wheel, and so holds it in 

a vertical position. 

2:  At first, from a rear wheel, insert a 

bicycle along the rail of the front 

base. 

3:  Insert a front wheel between pipes, 

and hit the pillar with a two 

wheels lightly 

4:  Reverse a pedal (crank), and catch 

it on a crank stopper. Either right 

and left pedal goes well. 

5:  When fixation is not done well, turn 

the gear lever on the outer and top 

side 

 

 

[To detach your bicycle from the storage] 

1:  Grasp the handles with both hands 

from the bottom, and then attach  

your knees to the saddle. 

2:  With the handles slightly lifted, 

draw the bicycle out from the crank 

stopper carefully  

 

 
 

Check regularly that the parts, such as volts and nuts, have 

been foxed firmly with no rattle.  

When you remove dirt, dry-wipe it with Inui cloth. 

Do not place the product in the location which receive direct 

sunshine or in the location of high-temperature and humidity; 

otherwise, it may change in its form, color, or properties. 

Dispose the product according to your local Waste Management 

provisions.  

Missing accessories, volts, nuts, etc. 

 If any of them is lost during assembly work, 

purchase it at your local hardware shop or do-it-

yourself store. The standard article (M6 volt nut) 

may be used for the lost one.   

Crank stopper incapable of being fixed 

 Check that the chain has been attached to your 

bicycle correctly. If it is detached, try to attach the 

chain to the bicycle. 

Read carefully Attachment 2 “Bicycles 

compatible with CS-650 Crank Stopper”. If you 

have purchased the product incompatible with 

your bicycle, we shall not accept the returned 

product. 

The position of the crank stopper not aligned with the 

bicycle 

 For a 700C roadbike, fix the crank stopper with 

the volts in the position about 87 cm apart from 

the floor. 

For a MTB, or crossbike, fix the crank stopper 

higher than those for other types. 

For a bicycle with the small wheels, fix the crank 

stopper lower than those for other types. 

Loosely fixed, the front wheel not retained 

 Turn the gear lever on the outer and top side. 

Clearance between the cranks will be reduced. 

Main pillar inclined 

 Check that the floor is flat. The floor is not flat 

due to water gradient in some cases.  

The bicycle not detached from the storage 

 Your bicycle is never detached from the storage 

even if pulling it. Lift it directly upward and 

rotate the rear wheel. The cranks rotate in for 

forward direction smoothly and the bicycle will be 

detached easily. 
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・The product which is purchased from official retailer in Japan 

is provided one-year guarantee.  

 

[Covered Under Warranty] 

・Damage malfunctions to the structure   

・Guarantee period: one year 

[Not Covered Under Warranty] 

・The product which was taken outside Japan 

・The product which passed in a term of a guarantee 

・Changes of exterior cladding/finished surface in color 

・Failures and damages in/to the product caused by wearing ・

and deterioration associated with continuous use. 

・Failures or damages caused by fire or natural diseases or any 

damage during transportation 

・Failures or damages caused by alteration or repair with no 

our consent. 

・Failures or damages, for which the user is responsible.  

・Used purchase 

・Auction flea market, individual buying and selling, a transfer 

by a non-regular route 

・In the event if the owner cannot present the sales receipt as 

the evidence of the original owner 

・Any claim alleged from user's own policy  

・Repair, exchange request from anyone other than a buyer 

・Product without mention of the sale store's name (Online 

sale will exclude) 

[Descriptive labeling] 

・Outside dimension: W 500 × D 600× H 1535 

・Installation place: Indoor 

・Main materials: Steel 

・Surface treatment: Powder coating 

・Manufactured in: Taiwan 

・Manufacturer: CycleLocker Inc. 

 

[Product sold at outside of Japan] 

・About the product sold outside Japan, contact the shop where 

you originally purchased the product first. 

 

[Contact] 

Issiki1887-6, Hayama-machi, Miura-gun, Kanagawa, postal 

code 2400113 

CycleLocker Inc. inf@cyclelocker.net 
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